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1. INTRODUCTION TO THE TOPIC 

International Black Market Small Arms Dealing  

The small arms trade in black market has grown to become a problem that deeply 

concerns rest of the world. This problem has partially been blamed on the border 

conflicts between the states and the civil wars within them. These illegal trades have 

often been overlooked, and the fact that illegal shopping can be done more easily on 

the internet today has led to the growth of the problem. Small arms sales on the 

international black market attracted the attention of the media, the security 

community and the government. Journalists wrote various headlines and columns 

about this problem. Legislators and professionals in various fields are still trying to 

avoid this problem. The black market lowers not only national security but also the 

merits of the society in which it is prevalent. 

 

So how serious are the threats posed by the black market? The damage caused by 

this illegal trade route, ranging from smuggled alcohol to drugs, from drugs to 

weapons, to the society, the state, and the economy, and the potential damage it may 

cause in both the short and long term, is at an alarming level. The monopolies 

formed in the black market and the experienced names of this illegal trading method 

put some conditions in front of them before they start trading, considering the 

possibility that the person/organization to be traded will report them. They use 

these terms in their favor when necessary as the trading stages progress in the order 

they want. 

The part of the black market that concerns our subject is the trade of weapons that 

can be carried in pockets. 

 

A. What is Small Arms Dealing 

i. The arms trade, or small arms market, includes both authorized transfers of 

small arms and light weapons (and their parts, accessories, and bullets) and 

illicit transfers of such weapons. Small arms and light arms are those that 

can be transported by one or two people, or carried by pack animal or 

vehicles, ranging from firearms like pistols and light machine guns to man-

portable air-defense systems (MPADS), mortars, and rocket-propelled 

grenades (RPGs). The trade occurs globally, but is concentrated in areas of 

armed conflict, violence, and organized crime. In terms of actions that are 

illicit, this trade involves the illegal trafficking of small arms and the 

exchange of money and drugs for small arms, which are all commodities that 
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cross borders around the globe. These weapons are not only the choice for a 

majority of regional conflicts today, but also for many terrorist groups 

operating around the world. Legal transfers are generally defined as those 

approved by the involved governments and in accordance with national and 

international law. Black market (illegal) transfers violate either national or 

international law and take place without official government authorization. 

Gray market transfers are those of unclear legality that do not belong in 

either of the other categories. 

B. What is Illegal Arms Trafficking 

i. Arms trafficking or gunrunning is the illicit trade of contraband small arms 

and ammunition, which constitutes part of a broad range of illegal activities 

often associated with transnational criminal organizations. The illegal trade 

of small arms, unlike other organized crime commodities, is more closely 

associated with exercising power in communities instead of achieving 

economic gain. Scholars estimate illegal arms transactions amount to over 

US$1 billion annually. 

2. IMPORTANT POINTS 

A. Areas  

Although arms trafficking is widespread in regions of political turmoil, it is not 

limited to such areas, and for example, in South Asia, an estimated 63 million 

guns have been trafficked into India and Pakistan. 

The suppression of gunrunning is one of the areas of interest in the context of 

international law. In the United Nations, there has been widespread support to 

implement international legislation to prevent arms trafficking, however, it has 

been difficult to implement, due to many different factors that allow for arms 

trafficking to occur. 

In the United States, the term "Iron Pipeline" is sometimes used to describe 

Interstate Highway 95 and its connector highways as a corridor for arms 

trafficking into the New York City Metro Area. Mexico 

During the Mexican Revolution, gunrunning into Mexico reached rampant levels 

with the majority of the arms being smuggled from the United States.  As Mexico 

manufactured no weapons of its own, acquiring arms and ammunition were one 

of the main concerns of the various rebels, intent on armed revolution.  Under 

American law at the time, arms smugglers into Mexico could be prosecuted only 

if one was caught in flagrante delicto crossing the border as merely buying arms 

with the intention of gunrunning into Mexico was not a criminal offense.  Given 

the length and often rugged terrain of the American-Mexican border, the 

undermanned American border service simply could not stop the massive 

gunrunning into Mexico.  
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In February 1913-February 1914, President Woodrow Wilson imposed an arms 

embargo on both sides of the Mexican civil war, and not until February 1914 was 

the embargo lifted on arms sales to the Constitutionalist rebels.  Despite the arms 

embargo, there was much gunrunning into Mexico, as one American official 

complained in 1913: "our border towns are practically their commissary and 

quartermaster depots".  Guns were smuggled into Mexico via barrels, coffins, and 

false bottoms of automobiles.  General Huerta avoided the American arms 

embargo by buying weapons from Germany.  

 

Africa 

               Liberia and Sierra Leone conflicts 

The civil war in Sierra Leone lasted from 1991–2002, and left 75,000 people 

dead. Gunrunning played a significant role in this conflict. Weapons of all sorts 

were shipped to all sides in both Sierra Leone, and Liberia from abroad. These 

included small arms, such as, pistols, assault rifles, grenades, Claymores, knives, 

machetes, etc. Larger weapons such as missiles, light machine guns, mortars, 

anti-tank missiles, tanks, and planes were also used. During this time a civil war 

was occurring in nearby Liberia. The Liberian Civil Wars took place from 1989 

through 1997. The war was between the existing government and the National 

Patriotic Front. Leader of the National Patriotic Front of Liberia, Charles Taylor, 

helped to create the Revolutionary United Front (RUF) in Sierra Leone. Taylor 

was the recipient of thousands of illegally trafficked arms from eastern Europe 

(mostly Ukraine). Taylor then sold some of these weapons to the RUF in 

exchange for diamonds. President of Burkina Faso, Blaise Compaore, “directly 

facilitated Liberia’s arms-for-diamonds trade” with Liberia and Sierra Leone. 

Compaore would give guns to Taylor, who would then sell them to the RUF in 

exchange for diamonds. These blood diamonds would then be sold back to 

Compaore for more guns. The cyclical exchange allowed Compaore the ability to 

deny directly sending arms to Sierra Leone. 

        The Liberian government received arms through an elaborate front company in 

Guinea. The arms were intended to be shipped (legally) from Uganda to Slovakia. 

However, the arms were diverted to Guinea as a part of “an elaborate bait and 

switch.” Additionally the British government “encouraged Sandline 

International, a private security firm and non state entity, to supply arms and 

ammunitions to the loyal forces of the exiled government of President Kabbah.” 

Sandline proceeded 35 tons of arms from Bulgaria, to Kabbah's forces 

  The South Sudanese civil war 

    Ever since the South Sudanese civil war began in December 2013, gunrunning 

into that nation has reached rampant levels. As South Sudan has hardly any 

electricity and no manufacturing, both sides were entirely dependent upon 

buying arms from abroad to fight their war. President Salva Kiir Mayardit used 

shadowy networks of arms dealers from China, Uganda, Israel, Egypt and 

Ukraine to arm his forces. As oil companies paid rent for their concessions in 
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South Sudan, the government was able to afford to buy arms on a lavish scale. In 

June 2014, the government's National Security Service signed a deal worth $264 

million US dollars with a Seychelles-based shell company to buy 30 tanks, 50,000 

AK-47 assault rifles and 20 million bullets. The owner of the shell company 

currently remains unknown. In July 2014, the Chinese arms manufacturer 

Norinco delivered a shipment to South Sudan of 95,000 assault rifles and 20 

million rounds of ammunition, supplying enough bullets to kill every person in 

South Sudan twice over. The American arms dealer and private military 

contractor, Erik Prince, sold to the government for $43 million dollars three Mi-

24 attack helicopters and two L-39 jets together with the services of Hungarian 

mercenary pilots to operate the aircraft. The majority of the arms supplied to 

South Sudan from Uganda originated from Romania, Bulgaria and Slovakia, all 

which are members of the European Union (EU), and were supposed to abide by 

an EU arms embargo placed on South Sudan in 2011. 

 

Why traffickers choose Africa 

Kimberly Thachuk and Karen Saunders argue that arms trafficking is no 

different from any other illegal business in their work Under the Radar: Airborne 

Arms Trafficking Operations in Africa. Traffickers first need a headquarters, or 

somewhere to base their operations. A headquarters needs several aspects to 

make it an ideal place to traffic weapons. First, the headquarters should have 

appropriate infrastructure. For a weapons trafficking this would include a 

landing strip for both importation and exportation. Additionally, warehouses are 

needed to “store product awaiting delivery.” Once the product has arrived and 

been stored it needs to be delivered to the customer, thus, the headquarters 

should be in somewhat of a central location near each customer. While not the 

primary reason traffickers choose Africa, it has multitudes of unoccupied land 

that can be used by traffickers, as is asserted by Thachuk and Saunders. 

 

Physical space is important but the rules and regulations of said space are also 

relevant. Traffickers look for places with corrupt, supply side, officials that can 

either be bribed, or blackmailed. This allows the trafficker to “circumvent the 

regulatory and oversight systems” put in place by the government. Furthermore, 

a “lax financial system” is key so the large amounts of money moved by the 

trafficker are not seen as suspicious.  

Europe 

Since 1996, countries throughout Europe have taken notice of arms trafficking. 

Europe has been an overall large exporter of illicit weapons with the United 

Kingdom, Germany, and France in the national lead for the most exports. 

Imports to Europe in from 2004–2013 have decreased by 25%, with the United 

Kingdom importing the most overall in Europe. The firearms that are imported 

and passed around are commonly small arms and lighter weapons (SALW) 

compared to large machinery, such as tanks and aircraft. The SALW bought in 
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Europe tends to be secondhand weapons that are cheap and regularly available. 

Gun cultures, such as in Germany, where the "taken-for-granted cultural practice 

of carrying a handgun," increases illicit SALW because guns are viewed as a way 

to enhance masculinity and status. In 2000, the Organization for Security and Co-

operation in Europe (OSCE) started on regional solutions and security measures 

to address the firearms trafficking problem 

3. QUESTIONS THAT REQUIRED TO BE ANSWERED 

Before you find solutions to your problems, you should also take a look at what your 

country is doing in the face of illegal trade on the black market. For example, in 

Canada, in 1925, illegal alcohol barrel sales were detected in a county of Ontario, the 

police raided, and the alcohol barrels sold were broken and those who had a share in 

the trade were detained. 

A. How to gain in-depth knowledge of illegal communities that monopolize the black 

market 

B. Which products or services for which the only option of purchasing is the black 

market can be moved to legal sales that the government can provide? 

 

 


